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AT HBEYA :•

CORAM; MUSTAFA. AG. G. J . : MAICALIE. J .A . AND OM R. J . A .

CRIMINAL APPEAL NO, 92 OF 1986
CHARLES MUYIJKI & 2 OTHERS . ... APPELLANTS

Versus

THE REPUBLIC .................RESPONDENT
(Appeal from the Conviction and Sentence
of the High Court of Tanzania at Mbeya)
(Mwaikasu, J.) dated I7th Novembers 1986

in
Criminal Sessions Case No, 38 of 1986 

JUDGrEiENT QF THE COURT

MUSTAFAAG. ,C.J.
The three appellantss hereafter called AI ? A2 and A3, were

charged with two counts of attempted murder} and were duly convi
cted and sentenced to 13 years imprisonment each. They have
appealed against both conviction and sentence.

Briefly the prosecution case was as follows. PWI and PW2 
were husband and wife,, and o.a or about I3th August 1978 were 
sleeping in their home at Igava village. They were in one room,
A hurricane lamp was burning. Early in the morning;,, at about 1,00 
am PWI heard some persons trying to break do'® their room door and 
then he saw three persons entering his room. The three persons .
were the three appellants. AI was carrying a gun. and a panga and
A2 and A3 wore both armed with pangas as well. AI attacked PWI 
with a panga and PWI was slashed on several parts of his body.
The woundsj according to the radical evidence? constituted-danger
ous harm. During the attack b AI on PWI, A2'called on AI to shoo't'- 
PWI. In the meantime P 72 raanagod to trip AI, and PWI managed to 
reach for his own gun and as lu was taking aim at the attackers 
the three appellants ran av; :y.

There was some trouble between P7I and AI about the ownership 
of a cow, and on the day follov/ing the attack ?;7I was to have 
collected the cow from the authorities as a decision had been given 
in favour of P:7I. During AI’s attack on PWI AI was alleged ta.Jia.ve 
taunted PWI and said that PV/I should not expect to get his cow or 
wofrds to .that effect.
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PW2 in tiiG meantime was slashed by A2 and A3 and her injuries 
were described as grievious h a m  by the medical authorities.

Both P.I and P72 knew AIf A2 and A3 prior to the incident and 
they both recognised the three attackers and when the villagers came 
in answer to the alarm immediately informed them of the identities of 
AI, A2 and A3.

In answer to the alarm raised P'Y3j a co-villagcr, came to PWI’s 
house, and he saw AI, A2 and A3 rushing out of PWI’s house. It was 
in evidence that there was moonlight at the material time, and PW3 
knew all the three appellants, PW3 said all the three appellants 
were armed.

Similarly PV/4 came in answer to the alarm. He could only 
recognise AI rushing awa/ from the scene.

The three appellants denied that they were correctly identified^ 
7/e will deal with each of them.

As regards AI, he had been identified by P./I and PW2 in Qir<jum- 
stances which’were conducive to correct identification, PWI was 
awakened by the noise of the breaking door and saw the attaokeys, 
led by AI, entering his room, AI attacked PWI, and in the course 
of it taunted PWI about his cow. There was a hurricane lamp burning 
at that time in the room. The attack lasted some time, PWI knew 
AI well before the attack.

Similarly PW2 identified AI, whom she had known previ.cjusj,y#

The Court believed P7I and P.72 to be truthful witnesses, PW3 
and PW4 corroborated the evidence of PWI and Pi?2 concerning AJ#
There was moonlight and both PY/3 and PW4 had had good Qp.xxctunities 
of identifying AI whom the/ had known.

We are satisfied that AI had been properly identified as one 
of the attackers.

As regards A2, P.VI and P72 identified him in favourable gircum- 
stancesj and this identification was corroborated by PW3. All 
three witnesses knew A2 previously. Similarly wc believe A2 had 
been properly identified as one of the attackers^
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And in regard to A3, ?,7I had seen him previously when A3 was 
negotiating with PWI for the purchase of a goat,' ?W2 testified 
that A3 was on: of those who had slashed her with a panga, And this 
identification was corroborated by P'73# We are also satisfied that 
A3 was properly identified.

All the three appellants pleaded alibis, stating that at the 
material time they were sleeping at their respective homes. They 
called no witnesses. The trial judge rejected their alibis in terms 
of section 194 of the Criminal Procedure Act as the appellants had 
not given prior notice of such alibis before the trial or before 
tne prosecution ended its case in terms of Sec. 194(4) arnd (5) of 
the said Act. The judge was entitledto do so. Wo dismiss the appeal 
by the appellants against their conviction.

Mr. Bateyunga has submitted for the appellants that the 
imposed 13 .'ears imprisonraont^ospedally on AI, who was 64 years old, 
was excessive. We have duly considered the matter and have given 
consideration to State Attorney Temba’s submission on this aspect^
The appellants were engaged in a vicious attack on their victims, 
armed with a gun and pangas, and attacked as a gang* They inflicted 
serious injuries on both PWI and PW2 and but for a fortunate circum-* 
stance, P.7I at least would h wo been shot and probe.bly killed. The 
sentence of I-3 years is harsh,, but wo do not feel inclined to inter
fere.

We have stated earlier that the appellants were each charged 
with two counts. The trial judge only imposed one sentence. Wo will 
correct the sentences as follows.

The appellants are sentenced on the first count to 13 years 
imprisonment,and on the 2nd count to 13 years imprisonment| the 
sentences to run concurrently.

Apart from correcting the sentences wo dismiss the appeal of 
the appellants.

DAT^D at MBTfA this 27th day of April, 1987*

• « » %/$
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I certify that this is a true copy of the original.*

(J.H. MS0FFT3) 
DEPUTY REGISTRAR


